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Contents
Page Workshop and topic Communication

10 Welcome Teenagers from around the world

12 What is important to you?
Talking about top ten lists

Say what things you like / love / hate.
Say what you like / love / hate doing. 

14 Workshop 1 From Rochester to the East Coast

16 A new home
Talking about moving

Talk about plans for the future.
Compare places and lifestyles.
React to news.

20 A leaving party
Talking about leaving your friends

Say goodbye to friends. Express feelings.
Compare places, people and animals.
Describe plans.
Give historical information.

26 A new school
Talking about changing schools

Introduce yourself and others.
Explain routines and say what is important.
Make decisions at the moment of speaking.
Be polite; give someone advice.

30 Joining clubs and groups
Talking about clubs and groups

Make a prediction.
Explain what you are doing / a problem.
Apologize.
Write about people’s backgrounds.

38 You know this now!
Summary

39 Ready for Workshop 2?
Check

40 Besuch aus Xianyang 
Mediation

41 American literature
Extra reading

42 Edgar flies west: Part ONE
Reading for fun

44 Workshop 2 In the country

46 The visit to Hardknott Fort
Talking about trips

Understand and give directions.
Give warnings. Give an opinion.
Describe what happened and for how long. 

50 Saturday at Eskdale Show
Talking about a show

Talk about traditions and customs.
Ask for and give explanations.
Describe what you have seen.
Comment on sights and sounds.
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Vocabulary Grammar Practice pages: Focus Methods and task

teenagers
hobbies
top ten lists

How to choose the 
right words for an 
advert.

Write notes about 
‘The World’s Most 
Unusual Hotels’.

dates, times
moving, change
feelings

Going to for future plans (G 6)
Simple present for future events (G 9)

speaking

adjectives (good – bad)
school
history
feelings

Comparative and superlative adjectives  
(G 39, G 40)

reading

clubs
sports
plans
friends

Future with will (G 2, G 3, G 7) writing

How to explore 
different parts of 
adverts.

Make an advert for 
somewhere 
special.

groups, teams
American football
Halloween
languages, nations

Going to and will for predictions (G 8) listening

Prepare a short talk. 
Give a short talk.

travelling
the countryside
history

Past progressive (G 10, G 11, G 12)
Past progressive and simple past (G 13)
Past progressive and past progressive (G 14)

speaking

the countryside
competitions, winning
animals, farming
traditions and customs

Past participles (G 18)
Present perfect simple (G 15, G 16, G 17)

writing
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Page Workshop and topic Communication

56 Saturday on ‘La’al Ratty’
Talking about adventures

Buy train tickets.
Make polite requests.
Describe what people do (as a job).
Describe how things work (e. g. a train).

60 Vindolanda
Talking about the past

Show information in a timeline.
Compare experiences.
Describe objects.
Write an invitation.

68 You know this now!
Summary

69 Ready for Workshop 3?
Check

70 Im Museum
Mediation

71 Adventure stories
Extra Reading

72 Edgar flies west: Part TWO
Reading for fun

74 Workshop 3 Music, sport and charity

76 Liam’s music lesson
Talking about instruments

Describe and present an object.
Use and refer to examples.
Encourage someone.
Complain about something.
Ask for permission.
Make predictions.

80 Plans for a visit to Bath
Talking about a charity run

Persuade someone.
Make plans and recommendations.
Make polite requests in writing.
Respond to a request for sponsorship.

86 Working for a charity
Talking about a charity

Express uncertainty, understanding and 
disappointment.

Make and take phone calls.

90 A big day in Bath
Talking about a charity run

Encourage and congratulate someone.
Express pride.
Make questions for an interview.
Refuse something.

98 You know this now!
Summary

99 Ready for Workshop 4?
Check

100 Halbmarathon
Mediation

101 Fun with words
Extra reading
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Vocabulary Grammar Practice pages: Focus Methods and task

adventures
trains, railway
interests
history

Present perfect and simple past (G 19)
Present perfect with ever and never (G 20)

viewing and listening

Prepare a talk.
Give a talk.

dates and times
museum
history
Romans and Celts

Present perfect with already, just, so far 
and yet (G 20)

reading

Get information from 
an English 
dictionary.

Make and do a 
dictionary quiz.

instruments
sounds
music, musicians
hobbies

Modal verbs (G 21, G 22, G 23)
Relative pronouns (G 29)
Relative pronouns as the subject of the 

relative clause (G 30)
Relative pronouns as the object of the 

relative clause (G 40)

listening

charity, volunteering, 
sponsorship, donating
train for a sports event
plans

Questions with prepositions (G 41)
Should for advice (G 25)
Can and could for requests; permission (G 23)
May for permission (G 24)
Could, may and might for possibility (G 27)

writing

jobs
disaster
medical problems

To be able to and to be allowed to (G 26)
Contact clauses (G 32)

speaking

Write a text: DOs and 
DON’Ts.

Research and write a 
text about a 
famous person.

running
fundraising
jobs
bands, musicians

Whose as a relative pronoun (G 34)
Prepositions in relative clauses (G 33)

reading
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Page Workshop and topic Communication

102 Edgar flies west: Part THREE
Reading for fun

104 Workshop 4 A big adventure

106 New plans for the holidays
Talking about plans

Understand formal written texts.
Express preferences and agree on a 

decision.
Describe conditions and consequences.
Describe future events.

110 Arrival at Clear Skies Camp
Talking about summer camps

Use language for polite social interaction.
Find out about people’s countries and 

backgrounds.
Understand safety instructions.

116 Day two of the hike
Talking about how you feel

Express dissatisfaction.
Express alarm.
Follow a recipe.
Check understanding.

120 Back at Clear Skies Camp
Talking about what happened

Narrate a story.
Interrupt and correct.
Give directions (outdoors).
Say goodbye.
Express pride.

128 You know this now!
Summary

129 Ready for the next level?
Check

130 Feriencamps
Mediation

131 American campfire songs
Extra reading

132 Edgar flies west: Part FOUR
Reading for fun

136 Mediation

140 Working with words and texts

143 Appendix

143 Grammatical terms

144 Grammar

166 Irregular verbs 

168 Vocabulary

210 Dictionary: English – German

232 Dictionary: German – English

250 Dictionary: Names

253 Acknowledgements

Contents
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Vocabulary Grammar Practice pages: Focus Methods and task

Prepare to write a 
skit.

Write your skit.

plans
holidays
summer camp, camping
airport, flying, travelling

Sentences with if and when to talk about 
possible and definite things (G 37)

speaking

airport
wilderness
countries, backgrounds, 

nationalities

More sentences with if (G 38) reading

feelings
hiking
camping activities
fire, emergency

Question tags (G 42, G 43) listening

Prepare a 
performance of a 
skit.

Perform a skit.

cooking, campfire rules 
safety

prizes, awards
wild animals

So and so that (G 44)
But and although ( G 45)

writing
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